Introduction {#mjz010s1}
============

DNA tumour viruses were actively studied as a paradigm for tumourigenesis in the 1970s, and the mechanistic basis of virus-induced cellular transformation was heavily sought after during that period. It was in such attempts to identify proteins interacting with the viral SV40 T antigen that p53 was first identified as a co-immuno-precipitating protein ([@mjz010C72]; [@mjz010C75]; [@mjz010C82]). Thereafter, the field has evolved exponentially. The cloning of *Tp53* which encodes p53, and its ability to transform cells led to the initial concept that p53 was an oncogene ([@mjz010C35]; [@mjz010C68]; [@mjz010C104]; [@mjz010C148]). However, identification of mutations in sporadic cancer samples and in familial cancers, concomitant to the growth inhibitory properties of both wild-type (WT) *p53* and temperature-sensitive mutant *p53* cDNA clones demonstrated that p53 was indeed a tumour suppressor ([@mjz010C2]; [@mjz010C34]; [@mjz010C36]; [@mjz010C85]; [@mjz010C92]; [@mjz010C130]; [@mjz010C56]). A large number of laboratories around the world have contributed to our current knowledge of all aspects of p53 functions: from it being a labile transcription factor which works as a tetramer to regulate target genes essential for tumour suppression, to it being heavily mutated in a large number of cancer types (excellently reviewed in [@mjz010C89]; [@mjz010C159]; [@mjz010C108]; [@mjz010C8]; [@mjz010C73]). Recently, significant knowledge has been uncovered from the standpoint of mutant p53. These include the understanding that mutant p53 is not only a long-lived inactive protein but that it also can have adverse effects on the remaining WT p53 protein in what is now known as the dominant-negative (DN) effect, and the realization that it can acquire novel gain-of-functions (GOF) to actively drive tumourigenesis as an oncogenic protein ([@mjz010C38]; [@mjz010C99]; [@mjz010C113]; [@mjz010C115]).

Many of the discoveries in the p53 field have been attributed to the availability of a large number of antibodies generated against the various domains, conformations, and modifications of p53. Initial data demonstrating the DNA-binding ability of p53 can be further enhanced by incubation with antibodies, and the role of conformational changes in regulating p53 functions came about due to the generation of a series of very intricate anti-p53 antibodies that were capable of recognizing the many modified states of p53, underscoring the incredible importance of these antibodies in advancing the p53 field. This review will therefore explore the journey of our understanding of p53 functions over the years through the various classes of the anti-p53 antibodies, and hopes to provide an overview for the p53 field and beyond, as these studies could serve as a paradigm for the in-depth study of protein functions using antibodies.

Our understanding of p53 functions through the initial anti-p53 antibodies {#mjz010s2}
==========================================================================

The discovery of p53 depended on the fact that animals bearing tumours made an auto-antibody response to p53. These polyclonal antibodies have been detected in the sera of tumour bearing mice, hamsters, and human patients ([@mjz010C32]; [@mjz010C72]; [@mjz010C82]; [@mjz010C110]; [@mjz010C23]; [@mjz010C29]; [@mjz010C129]). With the advent of the monoclonal method, it became possible to make monoclonal antibodies to p53 by taking splenic B cells from mice that had been immunized by injection with autologous transformed cells. The antibodies from the first four laboratories to produce such reagents were made in this way within two years of the discovery of p53. These include the following antibodies: PAb122 from the Tucker Gurney laboratory ([@mjz010C47]); PAb421 from Lionel Crawford's laboratory ([@mjz010C53]); 200.47 from Lloyd Old's laboratory ([@mjz010C33]); and RA3 2C2 from the Baltimore laboratory ([@mjz010C110]). The use of these early antibodies established that p53 accumulation is a common feature of transformed cells ([@mjz010C30]; [@mjz010C7]; [@mjz010C137]). In a very important set of experiments for the field, PAb122 and 200.47 antibodies were used to investigate the role of p53 in cell cycle and serum-stimulated DNA synthesis. Microinjection of these antibodies into the nucleus of quiescent cells blocked DNA synthesis with great efficiency ([@mjz010C91], [@mjz010C90]). The results were highly specific as PAb122 and 200.47 have distinct species specificity ([@mjz010C90]). Both antibodies were reactive and active in mouse cells while 200.47 worked in hamster cells and PAb122 did not. Conversely, PAb122 was reactive with human p53 and inhibited human cell escape from serum arrest, without having an impact on the ongoing cell cycle ([@mjz010C90]). At that time, the data were interpreted on the assumption that the antibodies would be antagonistic---that is, p53 was essential for entry into the cycle. As discussed below, it later emerged that the antibodies were in fact agonists, activating p53's transcriptional activity and inducing cell cycle arrest presumably by induction of p21 and other p53 response genes.

A few years later, a second set of anti-p53 antibodies---PAb242, PAb246, and PAb248 became available, and all of these had their binding sites mapped using *Escherichiacoli* expression constructs and steric competition assays ([@mjz010C154]). These antibodies were then widely distributed in the community without charge. Subsequently, purified recombinant p53 proteins made in *E.coli* were used as immunogens and led to the production of the widely used DO-1, DO-7, and PAb240 antibodies from the Lane and Vojtesek laboratories ([@mjz010C40]; [@mjz010C142]), in addition to many other anti-p53 monoclonal antibodies that have enjoyed less widespread usage (Table [1](#mjz010TB1){ref-type="table"} and http://p53.free.fr/p53_info/p53_monoclonal_antibodies/p53_MabH.html). These first generation antibodies have been in very wide usage. In particular, the DO-1 and DO-7 antibodies are widely used in pathology to examine p53 protein expression in human tissues as they are highly effective in staining standard Formalin Fixed Paraffin Embedded sections. Table 1Commonly used anti-p53 monoclonal antibodies.Antibody clone (s)Region recognized^a^Human p53 epitope recognizedCommercially availableRemarksDO-1 and DO-7aa20--25SDLWKL---huSGLWKL---mo^b^Yes (for both)Widely used for formalin-fixed human tumour sample (FFPE) analysis;Microinjection into cells rescues senescence and cell cycle arrest due to PAb421 microinjectionDO-2aa10--16VEPPLSQ---huLELPLSQ---moYesDO-13aa26--35LPENNVLSPLP---huLPPEDIL−PSP---moYesDO-14aa56--65EDPGPDEAPR---hu−−−GPSEALR---moYesPAb1801aa46--55SPDDIEQWFT---hu−PQDVEEFFE---moYesMicroinjection into cells rescues senescence and cell cycle arrest due to PAb421 microinjection;Microinjection into cells leads to increased nuclear p53;Stimulates the ability of p53 to protect p53-binding site from cleavage by DNase I *in vitro*PAb421 and PAb122aa370--378STSRHKKLM---huSTSRHKKTM---moYesMicroinjection into cells leads to cell cycle arrest and increased DNA binding;Microinjection into cells bocks DNA synthesis in quiescent cells;Stimulates dramatically the quantity of p53--DNA complexes that can be detected by electromobility shift assays *in vitro*PAb200-47aa81--95TPAAPAPAPSWPLSS---huGPVAPAPATPWPLSS---moNoMicroinjection into cells blocks DNA synthesis in quiescent cellsPAb242aa9--25SVEPPLSQETFSDLWKLLPENNV---huSLELPLSQETFSGLWKLLPPEDI---moYesPAb248 and RA3 2C2aa157--192VRAMAIYKQSQHMTEVVRRCPHHERCSDSDGLAPPQ---huVRAMAIYKKSQHMTEVVRRCPHHERCSDGDGLAPPQ---moNo (for both)Pab241/PAb243aa296--305HHELPPGSTK---huCPELPPGSAK---moNo (for both)ICA-9aa388--393EGPDSD---huVGPDSD---moNoInhibits p53's ability to bind to DNA upon DNA damage and activation[^1][^2][^3]

Many of these antibodies have been carefully characterized with respect to the precise epitopes they recognize using both synthetic peptide libraries and random phage display peptide libraries ([@mjz010C132]; [@mjz010C131]). From these early studies, a number of key points emerged. Firstly, most antibodies recognized epitopes in the amino- and carboxyl-terminus of p53 and were directed to its unstructured regions. This seems to relate to the intrinsic structural features of these regions, as selection from a random 'single pot' antibody library also discovered antibodies to these major amino- and carboxyl-terminal epitopes ([@mjz010C100]). Secondly, the antibodies could show exquisite species specificity. For instance, the commonly used DO-1 antibody is able to bind to human but not mouse p53 due to a single amino acid change of D in human to G in mouse at the 21st amino acid of the human sequence (Table [1](#mjz010TB1){ref-type="table"}). Thirdly, these antibodies fell into two distinct types: those that could recognize p53 in denatured form in immunoblots, and those that could only react with the folded native protein. This latter class is active in immunoprecipitation and in immunofluorescence using fixed cells, but not in western blots, as they bind complex epitopes in the folded structure of p53 DNA-binding domain (DBD). Finally, several of these antibodies bind to epitopes that containing amino acids that were subject to post-translational modifications (PTMs). For example, the PAb421 epitope is rendered less reactive when p53 is phosphorylated in cells exposed to DNA damaging agents ([@mjz010C62]).

A major use of these antibodies in the study of p53 regulation was derived from the discovery that antibodies to the carboxyl-terminal 30 amino acids of p53 like PAb421 and PAb122 could massively enhance the specific DNA-binding ability of p53 in gel shift electromobility shift assays ([@mjz010C63]; [@mjz010C54]). The activity seems to act by neutralizing a negative regulatory effect of the p53 carboxyl-terminal region. It can be mimicked by deletion of the last 30 amino acids, by phosphorylation of sites in the region, and by the action of molecular chaperones ([@mjz010C63]). The use of the monovalent Fab fragment of the PAb421 antibody combined with gel shifts incorporating the DO-1 antibody showed that the PAb421 monovalent Fab fragment was active in stimulation of p53 DNA-binding. These studies also showed that p53 bound to DNA as a tetramer and all four carboxyl-termini had to bind to the PAb421 antibody for the enhanced DNA-binding to take place ([@mjz010C61]). In support of the idea that this regulation of p53 DNA-binding function was mediated by allosteric mechanisms, a new anti-p53 antibody, i.e. ICA-9, directed to the extreme carboxyl-terminus of p53 was found to inhibit the p53 DNA-binding function of p53 that had been activated by phosphorylation or the binding of PAb421 ([@mjz010C61]). By contrast, an antibody against the amino terminus, PAb1801 ([@mjz010C5]), was later found to reduce the rate of p53 dissociation from DNA. It therefore increased p53's ability to protect a cognate site from DNase I digestion and consequently stimulated the ability of p53 to protect the p21 promoter from DNase I cleavage ([@mjz010C21]). These latter data provided evidence for the amino-terminus of p53 to possess an auto-inhibitory function that is mechanistically different from the inhibitory region at the carboxyl-terminus.

These initial efforts led to antibody micro-injection studies that asked the question whether p53 transcription could be activated in living cells. Using human reporter cells that contained a bacterial β-galalacsidose gene under the control of a p53 response element, it was clearly demonstrated that the antibody PAb421 could induce p53's transcriptional activity and cause a cell cycle arrest ([@mjz010C64]). At the time, there were some concerns that the injection phenomena itself could be partly responsible for these observations by creating a stress signal. However, in subsequent work, the perfect control was realized when the DO-1 antibody, and another p53 antibody against the amino-terminal region, PAb1801, were shown to be able to reverse the effects of PAb421 and block p53-dependent transcription ([@mjz010C44]). In a remarkable and well-controlled set of experiments, it was further shown that injection of either DO-1 or PAb1801 could also block the p53 transcription response to DNA damage, allowing senescent human fibroblasts to efficiently resume a 'young' morphology and re-enter the cell cycle ([@mjz010C44]). The activity of these antibodies seemed to block the interaction of p53 with the transcription apparatus rather than its degradation, as the injection of PAb1801 increased rather than decreased the levels of nuclear p53. Further detailed biochemical work using WT p53 produced in Baculoviruses showed that both active and latent forms of p53 were produced and differed in their PTMs that included phosphorylation at the carboxyl-terminus of the protein ([@mjz010C62]). Growing insect cells in low serum or treating them with UV irradiation led to clear changes in the modification and DNA-binding function of WT p53. In other studies, the binding of antibodies to the p53 binding domain of MDM2 was shown to activate p53 and antibodies to the amino-terminus of p53 were found able to protect it from thermal denaturation ([@mjz010C52]; [@mjz010C20]). Collectively, these early studies using microinjection of the anti-p53 monoclonal antibodies significantly enhanced our understanding of p53's role in DNA-binding and cellular functions, which were further pursued in other biochemical assays.

Lessons from p53 conformation-specific antibodies {#mjz010s3}
=================================================

As alluded to above, most of the anti-p53 antibodies generated have been against the amino- or carboxyl-terminal regions. Only a few have been initially generated against the DNA-binding region. Of these, the first two were PAb240 and PAb246, which recognize regions between amino acids 211--217 and 201--212, respectively ([@mjz010C154]; [@mjz010C40]; [@mjz010C132]; [@mjz010C144]). PAb240 was shown to detect mutated p53, and PAb246 was shown to detect WT p53 ([@mjz010C40]; [@mjz010C144]). In addition, PAb1620 which was earlier developed for SV40 T antigen ([@mjz010C3]), was shown to recognize the WT conformation of p53 ([@mjz010C95]). It recognizes the specific regions between amino acids 145--157 and 201--212 ([@mjz010C144]), the latter being similar to the PAb246 epitope and thus was capable of recognizing WT p53 ([@mjz010C95]; [@mjz010C28]). A few other conformation-specific antibodies were also subsequently generated ([@mjz010C78]; [@mjz010C141]), of which some are highlighted in Table [2](#mjz010TB2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2List of p53 conformation-specific monoclonal antibodies.Antibody cloneRegion recognizedHuman p53 epitope recognizedConformation detectedCommercially availablePAb246aa201--212LRVEYLDDRNTF---huWT (mouse)YesLYPEY**[L]{.ul}**ED**[RQ]{.ul}**TF---mo^a,b^PAb1620aa145--157 and aa201--212 (as above)LWVDSTPPPGT**[R]{.ul}**V---hu^a^WT (human)YesLWVSATPPAGSRV---moPAb240aa211--217TFRHSVV---huMutantYesTFRHSVV---moDO-12aa256--270TLEDSSGNLLGRNSF---huMutantYesTLEDSSGNLLGRDSF---moDO-11aa181--190SDSDGLAPPQ---huMutantYesSDGDGLAPPQ---mo[^4][^5]

In essence, based on a large number of studies on cell lines expressing WT or mutant p53, it has been well established that un-mutated p53 is recognized by the WT conformation-specific antibodies such as PAb246 or PAb1620, and mutated p53 is recognized by mutant conformation-specific PAb240 antibody ([@mjz010C6]; [@mjz010C96]; [@mjz010C94]). Moreover, these studies correlated the p53 conformation to its biological functions. For instance, temperature-sensitive p53 mutants that adopt a WT conformation at the permissive temperature were found to be biologically active, whereas they lost their functions at a higher temperature when in a mutant conformation ([@mjz010C92]; [@mjz010C86]; [@mjz010C155]; [@mjz010C39]). Furthermore, the binding affinities of heat shock proteins (HSP) (70 and 90) tended to be higher towards p53 in the mutant conformation ([@mjz010C41]; [@mjz010C102]; [@mjz010C11]), correlating with the longer half-life of mutant p53 ([@mjz010C45]; [@mjz010C107]). On the other-hand, PAb246^+^ p53 had a much shorter half-life than the HSP70-bound PAb240^+^ p53 ([@mjz010C37]). Treatment of cells with geldanamycin, a HSP inhibitor led to the destabilization of mutant p53 and to the loss of the PAb240^+^ epitope ([@mjz010C10]; [@mjz010C9]), directly linking the HSP-binding and mutant p53 conformation.

However, exceptions have been noted to the general principle of mutation status of p53 to its conformation, and these can be broadly classified into two categories. In the first case, while mutations in p53 often lead to a conformational change, not all p53 mutants exclusively adopt a mutant conformation recognizable by PAb240 ([@mjz010C121]; [@mjz010C147]). This finding highlighted that the degree of conformational change depends on the amino acids affected, which may have a differential effects on the overall conformation. Moreover, mutated p53 in mutant conformation can be induced to adopt a WT conformation localized in the nucleus, as demonstrated by the treatment of mutant p53-expressing cells with DMSO ([@mjz010C111]). This observation suggested that conformational change of mutated p53 is not an irreversible feature, and together with other observations described in the previous section that PAb421 enhanced the DNA-binding of mutant p53, formed the basis for current therapeutic strategies to reverse the conformation of mutant p53 to a WT conformation capable of tumour suppression. Lead drugs such as APR-246 (Prima-Met) that are capable of enabling the refolding of mutant p53 to a conformation detectable by PAb1620 but not by PAb240, currently are in clinical trials ([@mjz010C19]). In addition, a recent study has emphasized this point further using mutant p53 expressed in embryonic stem cells. In the study, mutant p53 was shown to exhibit a WT conformation due to binding of several proteins such as the CCT complex, Trim24, Nedd4, USP7, and Aurora A ([@mjz010C109]), highlighting that mutant p53 can indeed be made to adopt a WT conformation and be functionally activated. Following this up, the authors performed a screen to search for peptides capable of restoring the WT conformation to mutant p53, and successfully identified a series of peptides capable of restoring the WT conformation that led to the regression of mutant p53-expressing tumours *in vivo* ([@mjz010C134]).

In the second category, un-mutated WT p53 has been shown to lose its WT conformation and adopt a mutant conformation in multiple instances. Such conformational changes of WT p53 appear to occur during cell cycle progression, as a decrease in reactivity to PAb246 and a concomitant increase in reactivity to PAb240 was noted when fresh medium was added to cells ([@mjz010C97]). Similarly, stimulation of normal lymphocytes with the mitogen concanavalin A or treatment of acute myelogenous leukaemia cells with growth factors (such as granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor and interleukin 3) induced a mutant-like conformation recognizable by PAb240 of WT p53 in cells ([@mjz010C157]; [@mjz010C150]; [@mjz010C156]), though this change was not observed by another group ([@mjz010C98]). Furthermore, WTp53 tended to lose the mutant-specific PAb240 epitope in G1-arrested cells ([@mjz010C139]). These data collectively indicate a positive correlation between the mutant conformation of WT p53 with cellular proliferation. The general consensus therefore appears to be that stimulation of cells to enter into the cell cycle leads to p53 adopting a mutant conformation transiently, to allow for the relief of inhibitory effects on proliferation to enable the cells to divide ([@mjz010C93]). These data also indicate that the conformational change of p53 is indeed flexible and can be modulated, depending on the cellular context.

In another context, treatment of cells with metal chelators also led to an increase in PAb240 reactivity of p53 concomitant to a decrease in PAb1620 reactivity ([@mjz010C27]). This was accompanied by decreased DNA-binding and p21 target gene expression ([@mjz010C140]). Temperature shift also affected p53 conformation, which appeared to be associated with properties of chelation ([@mjz010C48]). Exposure to high temperatures led to mutant conformation and enhanced chelation, and on the contrary, lower temperatures resulted in a WT conformation and p53 was protected from chelation ([@mjz010C48]). As p53 activity is dependent on its binding to metals such as Zinc ([@mjz010C106]), it is not unexpected that chelation results in a mutant conformation which would disrupt its functionality ([@mjz010C49]), again indicating the flexibility of p53 to adopt a mutant conformation in adverse conditions not congruent with tumour suppression. Similarly, oxidation of p53 also led to a decrease in reactivity to PAb246 and a concomitant decrease in DNA binding ([@mjz010C50]). Interestingly, fibroblasts isolated from Alzheimer's patients experiencing elevated oxidative stress express p53 with reduced activity that is in the mutant conformation recognizable by PAb240 ([@mjz010C138]), supporting the paradigm that inactive WT p53 could be found in a mutant conformation. Furthermore, WT p53 in mouse embryonic stem cells which is expressed at very high levels adopted the mutant conformation upon differentiation when its levels and activity decreased significantly ([@mjz010C114]). However, one report has suggested that *in vitro* translated WT p53 bound to target gene promoters adopted the mutant conformation ([@mjz010C51]). While these latter report do not support and in fact appear to be diametrically opposite to the general idea of WT p53 adopting a mutant conformation when inactive, most studies have established a strong positive correlation between the loss of functionality and the mutant conformation of p53.

Mapping of the PAb240 epitope by phage display to the RHSVV sequence allowed the detailed examination of why the epitope is hidden in the WT conformation and becomes exposed in the mutant state ([@mjz010C132]). This sequence is buried in the crystal structure of the DBD and hidden from the surface of p53 ([@mjz010C25]). Thus, p53 must be unfolded or 'melted' from its normal 3D structure, as in most p53 mutants, to react with PAb240. This in turn also explains why PAb240 is able to detect WT p53 in immunoblotting methods but not in immunoprecipitation or other methods that preserved protein conformation. Another two antibodies recognizing the DBD also exhibited the same behaviour as PAb240 ([@mjz010C141]), and epitope mapping indicated that their binding sites on mutant p53 is substantially unfolded in its 'mutant' conformation. All these studies together provide an explanation for the flexibility observed in p53 conformation during different cellular states.

Although many of the studies described in this section were performed over two decades ago, the findings are still relevant and consistent with our current understanding of p53 functions, underscoring the value of these earlier experiments using the p53 conformation-specific antibodies.

Role of p53 PTMs---a view from the p53 PTM-specific antibodies {#mjz010s4}
==============================================================

Phosphorylation {#mjz010s5}
---------------

The last decade of the 20th century has brought with it a major revolution in biology---the possibility to generate antibodies against specific PTM on individual amino acid residues of various proteins. This has transformed the way we comprehend the dynamic nature of protein regulation *in situ*. The coordinated changes that a protein undergoes as a function of time to regulate the appropriate outcomes can now be followed. The p53 field has benefitted tremendously from this technology as many antibodies against a multitude of modified residues have been generated. Among these, the phosphorylation-specific and acetylation-specific antibodies have been key in our understanding of p53 functions, mainly due to the prior information that p53 is a phospho-protein and is often acetylated ([@mjz010C67]; [@mjz010C88]; [@mjz010C46]). Early studies have used *in vitro* kinase or acetylation assays to establish that these modifications occur on p53, and have even identified the potential residues that are modified. However, our current knowledge of the cellular context in which such modifications operate, the synergy or the competition among them in regulating p53 functions, could only have been possible with the advent of these p53 PTM-specific antibodies. The roles of PTMs in the regulation of p53 functions have been excellently reviewed elsewhere ([@mjz010C87]; [@mjz010C15]), and herein, we will specifically present the role of the PTM-specific antibodies in shaping our understanding of p53 functions.

The first series of p53 phosphorylation-specific antibodies were reported around 1997/1998. The first confirmation of a previously suspected phosphorylation event using these antibodies was that serine 15 (S15) phosphorylation is robustly induced by DNA-damaging agents such as UV and γ-irradiation (IR) ([@mjz010C124]; [@mjz010C127]; [@mjz010C4]; [@mjz010C22]). These antibodies also established that S15 phosphorylation attenuated the binding of p53 to its negative regulator MDM2, likely due to a conformational change ([@mjz010C124]). Concurrently, S392 phosphorylation was also reported to be induced by DNA damage and crucial for p53 tetramerization ([@mjz010C120]). However, the phospho-S392-specific antibodies revealed that this site was phosphorylated only upon UV irradiation, and not upon IR ([@mjz010C12]; [@mjz010C69]; [@mjz010C84]), highlighting the cellular contexts in which this phosphorylation event occurs. In addition, a flurry of other reports led to other significant findings. For instance, the significance of the amino-terminal phosphorylation events was deciphered through the phospho-S6, S9, threonine 18 (T18), S20, S33, S37, S46, T55, and T81-specific antibodies, as well as the carboxyl-terminal phospho-S315, S378, and S392-specific antibodies. All of the afore-mentioned sites were phosphorylated upon DNA damage ([@mjz010C70]; [@mjz010C118], [@mjz010C119]; [@mjz010C146]; [@mjz010C17]; [@mjz010C125], [@mjz010C123]; [@mjz010C24]; [@mjz010C55]; [@mjz010C13]; [@mjz010C18]; [@mjz010C116], [@mjz010C117]; [@mjz010C149]; [@mjz010C81], [@mjz010C79]), except T55, which was found phosphorylated in unstimulated cells and was dephosphorylated upon DNA damage ([@mjz010C43]; [@mjz010C81]) (Figure [1](#mjz010F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic of the major PTMs on p53 evaluated with PTM-specific antibodies. Phosphorylation status on the specific residues at baseline and upon DNA damage, as evaluated using the respective phosphorylation-specific antibodies, are highlighted in the upper panel above the p53 cartoon. '+' indicates phosphorylation. '+' in black indicates activation of p53 stability/function upon phosphorylation, whereas in red indicates degradation of p53 after phosphorylation. Lower panel shows the status of acetylation (black font) and methylation (blue font) at baseline and upon DNA damage, determined using the respective PTM-specific antibodies. All acetylation events reported so far lead to p53 activation (indicated by '+'). However, only methylation at K372 leads to p53 activation. Methylation at the other three sites lead to inactivation of p53, represented by '(+)'. Amino acid residues are reflected (not to scale), together with the major p53 domains. TA, transactivation; DBD, DNA-binding domain; OD, oligomerization domain. Other PTMs on p53, such as ubiquitination and SUMOylation, are not included in this review.](mjz010f01){#mjz010F1}

In the former case of phosphorylation upon DNA damage, several interesting points have been collectively noted. Firstly, almost all tested pleiotropic DNA-damage signals, such as IR, UV irradiation, camptothecin (CPT), and adriamycin invariably led to the phosphorylation of the amino-terminal sites, unlike the signal specificity seen with S392 phosphorylation at the carboxyl-terminus. In addition, genotoxic stress signals that activate the JNK pathway, such as UV irradiation, hydrogen peroxide, sorbitol, and heat shock, also resulted in phosphorylation at T81 ([@mjz010C18]). Although all these sites are generally phosphorylated by cellular stimulation, the kinetics of phosphorylation differed in some cases ([@mjz010C123]; [@mjz010C117]). For instance, while S20 phosphorylation was rapid upon IR, it was slower upon UV irradiation ([@mjz010C123]). Secondly, phophorylation of these PTM sites, especially S6, S9, S15, S20, and S46, were somewhat dependent on ATM ([@mjz010C116]), indicating a coordinating role of specific residues in bringing about consequent effects. In the case of S15 that serves as a nuclear event to enable subsequent phosphorylation on adjacent sites, its phosphorylation led to the subsequent phosphorylation on T18 by CK1, and its binding to MDM2 ([@mjz010C119]), arguing for a critical role of phosphorylation events in mediating p53 stabilization. Similarly, UV irradiation-induced, p38 kinase-dependent phosphorylation at S33 and S47 was found to be required for the phosphorylation at S15 and S37 ([@mjz010C17]). Likewise, S33 and S37 phosphorylation was critical for p53 acetylation at the carboxyl terminal (K382) ([@mjz010C74]; [@mjz010C118]). These phosphorylation events therefore appear to be critical for p53 stabilization and augmentation of its functional activity, beyond the primary mechanism of p53 stabilization upon DNA damage through phosphorylation and inactivation of MDM2 ([@mjz010C42]). However, treatment of cells with ALLN could stabilize p53 without phosphorylation on any of these amino-terminal sites ([@mjz010C119]). Thus, though important in the physiological context, the phosphorylation events on the amino-terminal of p53 may not be absolutely necessary for p53 stabilization, but are likely to play an auxiliary role. Yet, these events would likely be critical in promoting p53 activity, noted with S392 phosphorylation which was critical for p53 oligomerization and functioning ([@mjz010C120]). Consistently, proteasomal inhibition-mediated p53 stabilization is often found not to activate p53 functions ([@mjz010C1]), though this is subject to some controversy ([@mjz010C101]).

The other case is where DNA damage leads to dephosphorylation. T55 was found to be basally phosphorylated in a manner-dependent on TAF1 in unstimulated cells, resulting in its degradation ([@mjz010C43]). T55 phosphorylated p53 was bound to the nuclear export protein CRM1, which led to its cytoplasmic localization and consequent degradation ([@mjz010C81]). DNA damage resulted in a decrease in this phosphorylation event, contributing to p53 stabilization. A similar phenomenon was also observed whereby p53 is phosphorylated at T155 in the DBD by the COP9-signalasome complex (CSN) and results in its nuclear export ([@mjz010C76]). In this case, glycosylation on S149 reversed T155 phosphorylation and stabilized p53 ([@mjz010C153]). Moreover, phosphorylation at S215 by the PAK4 kinase, which is overexpressed in cancers, decreased p53 transactivation potential and promoted the metastasis of hepatocellular carcinoma ([@mjz010C152]). Likewise, carboxyl-terminal phosphorylation of p53 also led to the deactivation or degradation of p53. For example, phosphorylation at S376 was noted in unstimulated cells, but its level was reduced upon DNA damage, resulting in the stabilization of p53 ([@mjz010C146]). These examples together highlight that basal p53 phosphorylation on specific sites in unstimulated contexts is required to keep p53 labile and inactive. Hence, coordinated dephosphorylation/phosphorylation at these sites upon DNA damage, together with additional stimulatory phosphorylation at other sites lead to p53 activation. A specific example of coordinated dephosphorylation/phosphorylation regulating p53 activity was demonstrated by using the phospho-S376 and S378-specific antibodies. Loss of phosphorylation at S376 led to the binding of p53 to 14-3-3 and increased DNA-binding ability and the consequent phosphorylation at the adjacent S378 site ([@mjz010C146]).

Finally, phosphorylation upon stress also controlled the deactivation and degradation of p53. S366 and T387 were phosphorylated upon DNA damage by the Chk1/2 kinases, and S366 phosphorylation by IKK led to p53 degradation ([@mjz010C103]; [@mjz010C151]). Notably, S366 phosphorylation facilitated β-TrcP1 binding which contributed to the ubiquitination and degradation of p53 in a manner independent of MDM2. Expectedly, the phosphorylation kinetics at S366/T387 and S378 were different, with the phosphorylation of the former two sites occurring later than S378 ([@mjz010C103]), indicating that these sites are phosphorylated to attenuate the initiating signal upon completion of the intended response. Consistently, studies using the S366 phosphorylation-specific antibody demonstrated that the GAS41--PP2CP complex which is amplified in cancers, dephosphorylated S366 on p53 upon UV irradiation, thereby attenuating the signal ([@mjz010C105]).

Taken together, the availability of these phosphorylation-specific antibodies has revealed three important principles of the regulation of p53, as depicted in Figure [1](#mjz010F1){ref-type="fig"}. Most of the DNA damage-induced phosphorylation occurs in the amino-terminal sites and leads to p53 activation; several sites are critical for keeping p53 phosphorylated at the basal state through its degradation; and finally, selected sites are phosphorylated upon DNA damage to attenuate the activating signal and hence destabilize p53.

Acetylation {#mjz010s6}
-----------

While phosphorylation appears to be an important regulator of p53 stability, acetylation of p53 (primarily on the carboxyl-terminal sites) upon DNA damage is critical to regulate p53 transcriptional activity. The first set of p53 acetylation-specific antibodies generated was against the K320, K373, and K382 residues ([@mjz010C118]; [@mjz010C83]). K320 and K373 sites were found to be acetylated upon DNA damage, though by different acetyl-transferases. Whereas K320 was acetylated by PCAF, K373 was acetylated by p300, similar to K382 ([@mjz010C118]; [@mjz010C83]). However, acetylation of both K320 and K382 upon DNA damage was dependent on KAISO, a transcription factor that is induced by DNA damage and bound to the p53/p300 complex ([@mjz010C71]). These acetylation events increased the p53 DNA-binding and transcriptional activation. Similarly, K305 was acetylated by IR and UV irradiation, and associated with increased p53 transcriptional activity ([@mjz010C145]). Relatively recent analyses using other acetylation-specific antibodies have demonstrated that sites such as K164 and K381 of p53 are also acetylated upon DNA damage ([@mjz010C136]; [@mjz010C112]).

However, unlike S33/S37-facilitated K382 acetylation, phosphorylation at S15, a critical event in p53 activation, was not strictly required for K320 and K373 acetylation in mouse cells ([@mjz010C24]), indicating that only certain phosphorylation events are associated with enabling the acetylation of p53. Nevertheless, while acetylation at the carboxyl-terminal sites appeared to be critical for p53 transcriptional activity, specificity of target gene activation was found to be associated with its acetylation on K120 in the DBD ([@mjz010C133]; [@mjz010C135]). Tip60 was identified to acetylate K120 upon DNA damage, leading to selective transactivation of apoptotic target genes such as Bax and Puma ([@mjz010C133]). Furthermore, K120 is mutated in cancers, underscoring the importance of this site in apoptosis induction and the target gene specificity afforded by its acetylation.

While treatment of cancer cells with DNA-damaging agents such as CPT was shown to induce K382 acetylation and the consequent activation of p53, this was not the case upon treatment of neuronal cells with HDAC inhibitors. It was demonstrated that HDAC inhibitors-mediated K381 and K382 acetylation was associated with reduced p53 activity due to reduced p53 association with the pro-apoptotic PUMA promoter ([@mjz010C14]), highlighting context-dependent consequences of K382 acetylation. Moreover, specificity among HDAC inhibitors also appear to exist in the regulation of K373/K382 acetylation. While treatment with depsipeptide, a HDAC inhibitor, leads to K373/K382 acetylation, treatment with TSA, another HDAC inhibitor, does not ([@mjz010C158]). These data suggest two significant points. Firstly, the signalling and cellular contexts appear to dictate the p53 acetylation profile (be it the inducing signal or the responding cell type). Secondly, the consequence of K382 acetylation under different contexts could be different. While K382 acetylation is often associated with p53-mediated transactivation of target genes upon DNA damage, this is not the case upon HDAC inhibitor treatment. These findings imply that the mode of activation is critical in determining the eventual effects on p53 functions, which is likely influenced by other associated events yet to be identified. These studies together indicate that detection of the acetylation at such sites by acetylation-specific antibodies may not be evidence for positive p53 transcriptional activity, and analysis of other related parameters such as target gene expression is required for affirmation.

Methylation {#mjz010s7}
-----------

p53 has been shown to be methylated on at least four lysine residues: K370, K372, K373, and K382 ([@mjz010C26]; [@mjz010C60], [@mjz010C59]; [@mjz010C122]), of which methylation only at K372 appears to correlate functionally with activated p53. Chuikov et al. found that K372 could be mono-methylated by Set7/9, using a mono-methyl-K372-specific antibody ([@mjz010C26]), and this methylation was shown to occur upon DNA damage ([@mjz010C66]). K372 methylation led to the consequent acetylation at K373 and an increase in p53 transcriptional activity and stability. Furthermore, mono-methylation at K372 was shown to inhibit the methylation of p53 on K370, using another methyl-K370-specific antibody ([@mjz010C60]). Interestingly, methylation of K370 by Smyd2 prevented p53 from binding to DNA, and this methylation was inhibited by DNA damage ([@mjz010C60]). Thus, the interplay of methylation alternately at K370 initially and thereafter at K372 upon DNA damage orchestrates the regulation of p53 transcriptional activity.

Similar to K370 methylation, K382 methylation by Set8 was found to decrease p53 activity ([@mjz010C122]). This is a site that is also acetylated upon DNA damage. Concomitant to a reduction in methylation at K382, acetylation was induced by DNA damage and resulted in p53 activation ([@mjz010C122]). By contrast, di-methylation at K373 by the histone methyl-transferases G9a and Glp did not lead to any appreciable changes in the overall levels of methylated K373 upon DNA damage, suggesting that this PTM event correlates with inactive p53 ([@mjz010C59]). Unlike the acetylated and phosphorylated residues on p53 against which several monoclonal antibodies are available, most of the initial work on p53 methylation has been done with rabbit polyclonal antibodies. Hence, there is a need to follow-up on these findings in future to explore the relevance of these events in various cellular signalling contexts.

Collectively, the available p53 PTM-specific antibodies have provided the field with a good description of the specific p53 PTM events that occur during the various cellular states, despite these being a subset of all possible PTMs on p53 ([@mjz010C31]). Nevertheless, several caveats need to be kept in mind while recognizing the importance of these PTMs on p53. Firstly, these p53 PTM-specific antibodies can only measure the relative presence or absence of changes in these individual modifications, but not the absolute values as to which sites are highly or only marginally modified. Secondly, what we interpret is based on what the p53 PTM-specific antibodies are capable of recognizing, especially in the context of regions that contain multiples sites with potentially differing PTM residues. For instance, the region encompassing amino acids 370--386 is extensively modified by acetylation, ubiquitination, phosphorylation, and methylation. Hence, whether the ability of a PTM antibody to recognize its intended site is influenced by other adjacent PTM events should be kept in mind while interpreting the data. Thirdly, as alluded to above, some PTM events have been reported by occasional reports and require further in-depth investigation using monoclonal antibodies in multiple systems, to solidify our understanding of these events. Finally, whereas modification-specific antibodies can provide valuable information regarding the occurrence of modifications, establishing their function can be significantly more challenging. Whether these events are critical and absolutely necessary for p53 functions *in vivo* can only be clarified with the generation of mice and cell lines that contain a modified residue mimicking the activated or the inactivated state. Mice and cell lines with individual alterations on these residues have both confirmed their proposed roles, as well have failed to fully recapitulate all the expected roles in some cases ([@mjz010C149]; [@mjz010C16]; [@mjz010C128]; [@mjz010C77]), indicating that a single PTM event alone may not be sufficient to regulate all p53 functions. A case in point is the strain of mice lacking four acetylation sites on p53, which are prone to tumour development, compared to mice in which only three of the acetylation residues were altered and resistant to tumour development ([@mjz010C80]; [@mjz010C143]). Thus, the functional roles of the p53 PTM events unravelled by the PTM-specific antibodies need to be verified with the generation of new and improved *in vivo* cell lines and mice strains.

New kid in the block---p53 mutation-specific antibodies {#mjz010s8}
=======================================================

We recently reported the generation and characterization of antibodies to individual p53 mutants ([@mjz010C65]). Essentially, our efforts were aimed at generating antibodies that are capable of recognizing a single amino acid change as seen in *p53* missense mutations identified in cancers. This was inspired by the early observations that the DO-1 antibody recognizing the amino-terminus of human p53 was unable to detect mouse p53, though both differ by only one amino acid in the epitope (Table [1](#mjz010TB1){ref-type="table"}), indicating that highly specific antibodies can be generated to discern a single amino acid substitution. Hence, we had embarked on generating antibodies against the three hot-spot p53 mutants: R175H, R248Q, and R273H in our initial study. By tweaking the antigen design and monoclonal antibody generation protocols, we were able to successfully generate mutation-specific antibodies for the three p53 mutations. These antibodies were effective in a variety of biochemical assays as well as in immunohistochemical assays, capable of detecting the presence of mutant p53 in clinical samples. This work highlights the potential utility of these mutation-specific antibodies in evaluating large panels of archival clinical material to assess the clinical features of the individual mutations, which could provide significant information for personalized therapy. The utility of these latest generation of p53 antibodies in tumour imaging and therapy are currently being explored, based on previous studies that have shown the ability of other antibodies to penetrate cellular membranes to target their intended antigens ([@mjz010C57]). Thus, antibody engineering methods are currently being employed to improve the bioavailability of these mutation-specific antibodies within the cells.

Conclusions and future outlook {#mjz010s9}
==============================

The availability of various classes of antibodies has been critical in our understanding of p53 functions over the years, and will contribute further to the expansion of our knowledge of p53. While a substantial amount of work described in this review was performed over two decades ago, most of the results and their interpretations still remain relevant and very instrumental in our knowledge of p53 functions. Notably, many of the data have been key to our current efforts to therapeutically target mutant p53. Despite their limitations, the antibodies to the various forms of p53 have served their purpose well. With the advent of advanced proteomics approaches, future work can be built on from the basics provided by these earlier studies, in terms of quantifying the changes and evaluating multiple changes as a whole using a PTM signature, rather than at an individual level. Moreover, the recent demonstration of the possibility to generate mutation-specific antibodies will likely allow us to clarify the roles of individual mutations strewn across the entire length of p53, differentiating the strongest ones with GOFs that would lead to severe phenotypes, and thus, poor prognosis, from the others. The possibility to generate antibodies against a single amino acid change could also mean that antibodies against the common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in p53, such as the R72P or the R47P, could be generated to clarify their biological functions. Interestingly, the enhanced expression of one allele over the other in the heterozygote state was shown to differ between the normal vs. cancer tissues with respect to the R72P SNP ([@mjz010C126]). Thus, the molecular basis of allele-dominance and the consequent biological outcomes can be teased out with such antibodies. Finally, the possibility of generating antibodies against a single amino acid substitution can be expanded beyond p53 to essentially mutations or SNPs in any other proteins, and could transform the way we understand their functions in both health and disease.
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[^1]: ^a^Amino-acid numbering is based on human p53 sequence.

[^2]: ^b^Non-homologous amino acids in mouse (mo) p53 compared to human (hu) p53 are indicated in red.

[^3]: Please refer to http://p53.free.fr/p53_info/p53_monoclonal_antibodies/p53_MabH.html for information of more antibodies.

[^4]: ^a^Bold and underlined, specific amino acids recognized on epitope by antibody.

[^5]: ^b^Non-homologous amino acids in mouse (mo) p53 compared to human (hu) p53 are indicated in red.
